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QUESTION 1
You need to create a Super Administrator account in Grid Control. What role privileges would you need?

A. Super Administrator only
B. Administrator or SYSMAN
C. Administrator or Super Administrator
D. Super Administrator or SYSMAN

Answer: D

QUESTION 2
Which feature of the Configuration Management Pack provides real-time change detection?

A. Grid Control
B. Configuration Change Console
C. Application Configuration Console
D. DB Control

Answer: B

QUESTION 3
Which is an Information Publisher Functional Category for out-of-the-box reports?

A. Security
B. Networking
C. Encryption
D. Other

Answer: A

QUESTION 4
What is the recommended bandwidth/latency between the Management Service and the Management Repository?

A. 300Kbps/30ms
B. 300Kbps/300ms
C. 1Gbps/30ms
D. 1Gbps/300ms

Answer: C

QUESTION 5
You are responsible for a mass deployment of the Management Agent. Which is the best application that you can access through the Grid Control console for this purpose?

A. Agent download script
B. Agent Deploy Application
C. Cloning Agents
D. nfsAgentInstall scripts

Answer: B
QUESTION 6
You are trying to diagnose performance issues in a slow database. Where can you collect system statistics?

A. Memory Access Module
B. V$SYSMEM
C. The oemdb.log consolidated log file
D. Data Masking

Answer: A

QUESTION 7
That EM feature can Bruce use to monitor non-Oracle components from the Grid Control console?

A. Management Plug-ins
B. Connector Framework
C. User Exits
D. This feature is not supported in Enterprise Manager.

Answer: A

QUESTION 8
How does Oracle Business Transaction Management map dependencies between services?

A. Statically, but looking in design-time repositories
B. Via integration with modeling tools
C. By evaluating live application invocations
D. By inspecting the source code

Answer: B

QUESTION 9
Which feature of the Database Diagnostics Pack samples the state of all active sessions every second and stores it in memory?

A. ASH
B. ADDM
C. AWR
D. ASM

Answer: A

QUESTION 10
Which pages provides the graphical representation of the components of Oracle Application servers, OracleAS Farms, or OracleAS Clusters?

A. Members page
B. Topology page
C. Home page
D. Leaf page
QUESTION 11
Which Pack would be used for provisioning an Oracle Service Bus resource?

A. Provisioning and Patch Automation Pack for Oracle Middleware
B. SOA Management Pack EE
C. Diagnostics Pack for Oracle Middleware
D. Service Level Management

Answer: B

QUESTION 12
In Oracle Business Transaction Management, name one reason, in addition to capturing messages associated with fault occurrences, for correlation message logging?

A. To discover containers that you did not know about
B. To catch errors thrown by databases
C. To measure performance from the end-user perspective
D. To analyze message traffic patterns associated with services

Answer: D

QUESTION 13
Grid Control supports provisioning of which Operating System?

A. Linux
B. Windows
C. Solaris
D. HP-UX

Answer: A

QUESTION 14
If a customer wants to use the passive network connection capabilities of RUEI, which options are available to do so?

A. None. RUEI does not support passive network connections.
B. Either the use of SPAN (Switch Port Analyzer) connection or a TAP (Test Access Point)
C. Deployment of Enterprise Manager Agents in "passive listening" mode to each Web Server in the application environment
D. Deployment of a passive sandbox device from one of the major network component vendors, which should provide a dedicated SSH-based tunnel to RUEI.

Answer: B

QUESTION 15
Which Pack would be used for provisioning an Oracle Service Bus Resource?

A. Provisioning and Patch Automation Pack for Oracle Middleware
B. SOA Management Pack EE
C. Diagnostics Pack for Oracle Middleware
D. Service Level Management

Answer: B

QUESTION 16
You need to identify a port that is used in the Grid Control installation. Where can you find this information?

A. `<OMS_HOME>/install/portlist.ini`
B. `<ORACLE_HOME>/sysman/log/emoms.trc`
C. `<AGENT_HOME>/install/portlist.ini`
D. `<ORACLE_HOME>/sysman/log/emoms.log`

Answer: C

QUESTION 17
What does the following define: "An expression that checks for a particular characteristic in a message or message set transmitted as part a service exchange?"

A. Checkpoint
B. Condition
C. SLA
D. Policy

Answer: C

QUESTION 18
Which three of these metrics are monitored by Oracle Business Transaction Management?

A. Availability
B. Memory usage
C. Throughput
D. Faults

Answer: ACD

QUESTION 19
EM Groups enable users to_____.

A. perform administrative tasks such as scheduling jobs for the entire group
B. send group email notifications
C. apply standardized monitoring settings across managed targets
D. be alerted when a group member comes online

Answer: A

QUESTION 20
Deployment Procedures are a feature of which pack?

A. Configuration Management
B. Real User Experience Insight
C. Provisioning and Patch Automation
D. Diagnostics Pack for Non-Oracle Middleware

Answer: C

QUESTION 21
Maximum Availability Architecture (MAA) provides a highly available EM implementation by guarding against failure of which three components?

A. Management Repository
B. OMS
C. Management Agent
D. RAC

Answer: ABD

QUESTION 22
In Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center, what does custom discovery perform?

A. Service tag discovery only
B. Protocol-based discovery only
C. Agent installation
D. Service tag discovery and protocol-based discovery

Answer: A

QUESTION 23
EM Groups enable users to _____.

A. Monitor the overall performance of the group through performance charts
B. Send group email notifications
C. Apply standardized monitoring settings across managed targets
D. Roll out EM upgrades in phases based on group

Answer: A

QUESTION 24
Which is an Information Publisher Functional Category for out-of-the-box reports?

A. Storage
B. Troubleshooting
C. Connectivity
D. Auditing

Answer: A

QUESTION 25
Which three of these Enterprise Manager features are free?

A. Jobs
B. Alerts
C. Database Administration
D. Transactional Data Management

**Answer:** ABC

**QUESTION 26**
Which pack could be used to compare two database schemas?

A. Configuration Management Pack
B. Change Management Pack
C. Database Diagnostics Pack
D. Database Tuning Pack

**Answer:** B

**QUESTION 27**
Which three Operating Systems can be patched using Grid Control?

A. Linux
B. Windows
C. Solaris
D. HP-UX

**Answer:** ABC

**QUESTION 28**
Which three can be used to implement Grid Control Security?

A. Repository-based security
B. Single sign-on
C. Enterprise user security
D. File-based security

**Answer:** ABC

**QUESTION 29**
For which three scenarios can Silent Mode installation be used?

A. Installing Grid Control using a new database
B. Installing Grid Control using an existing database
C. Installing an additional management service
D. Installing Plug-ins

**Answer:** ABC

**QUESTION 30**
What is needed to establish monitoring of SSL-encrypted HTTP traffic?

A. Monitoring of SSL traffic is not supported by RUEI.
B. Installation of an SSL decryption card is required in the RUEI server.
C. A copy of the SSL key and certificate need to be uploaded to RUEI.
D. RUEI should negotiate a private SSL Key/certificate pair with each Web Server.